[Noma. Proposal for a surgical treatment].
The authors present their experience of surgical treatment of noma in situation of surgical camp. The strategy is focused on two objectives: treatment of tissue loss itself and treatment of the trismus. After having presented the means at disposal, going from local flaps, quickly exceeded, to distant flaps, they decided upon the indications by taking in account the NOILTULP classification. Thus, the authors present their experience of fascia temporalis skin grafted for oral lining in combination with the submental or Backamjian flap for external coverage. The treatment of the trismus is less codified requiring osteotomies in stages 3 and 4. They finally insist first on the prevention of this disease, very accessible to antibiotics at the initial stage of stomatitis and second on simple means very efficient to prevent the trismus which impairs heavily the functional outcome of the reconstructions.